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ABSTRACT

Non-line-of-sight (NLOS) propagation can severely weaken the accuracy of ranging and localization in wireless 

location systems. NLOS bias mitigation techniques have recently been proposed to relieve the NLOS effects, but 

positively rely on the capability to accurately distinguish between LOS and NLOS propagation scenarios. This 

paper proposes an energy-capture-based NLOS identification method for LDR-UWB systems, based on the 

analysis of the characteristics of the channel impulse response (CIR). With this proposed energy capture method, 

the probability of successfully identifying NLOS is much improved than the existing methods, such as the 

kurtosis method, the strongest path compare method, etc. This NLOS identification method can be employed in 

adaptive modulation scheme to decrease bit error ratio (BER) level for certain signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). The 

BER performance with the adaptive modulation can be significantly enhanced by selecting proper modulation 

method with the knowledge of channel information from the proposed NLOS identification method.
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Ⅰ. Introduction

Ultra-wideband (UWB) radio technology is a 

promising candidate for the next generation wireless 

communication systems in virtue of its excellent 

merits such as high data rates, lowequipment cost, 

multi-path fading immunity, ranging and 

communication simultaneously, etc. These promising 

features allow a new scope of applications of UWB 

technique, including military applications, medical 

applications, supervision of children, 

search-and-rescue, control of home applications, 

logistics and security applications
[1-4].

UWB technology is suitable for ranging and 

localization as a result of its ultra wide bandwidth. 

In the ranging and localization systems, the key issue 

is how to attain the reasonable and more accurate 

ranging results with certain ranging method, such as 

Time-of-arrival (ToA), Time-difference-of-arrival 

(TDoA), etc. All these ranging methods should 

calculate the delay time of the transmitted signal in 

the receiver. Since NLOS error is considered as the 

major error source in wireless localization systems, 

some researchers are dedicated to eliminate the NLOS 

effects, which is based on identifying the NLOS 

circumstances firstly. The NLOS mitigation methods 

can improve the accuracy of ranging and localization.

NLOS identification and mitigation have been 

discussed in cellular network area detailedly 

[5-9][12-14]. For instance, paper [5] shows a 

decision-theoretic NLOS identification framework 

with various hypothesis tests based on known and 

unknown probability density functions (PDFs) of the 

ToA measurements. The NLOS error identification 
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and correction techniques are proposed for mobile 

user location in wireless cellular systems in [6], 

grounded on how much a prior knowledge of the 

NLOS error is available. Two NLOS mitigation 

algorithms are advanced: the NLOS state estimation 

algorithm and the improved residual algorithm. 

Furthermore in [7], a suitable distance metric between 

a known measurement error distribution and a 

non-parametrically estimated distance measurement 

distribution are defined to estimate whether a given 

base station is within LOS or NLOS transmission. All 

these methods assume the mobile station is moving 

and the channel circumstances between the base 

station and the mobile station are time-varying. 

Nevertheless,  in LDR-UWB systems, the variances 

does not vary much since the environments are mostly 

residential, indoor office and industrial environments, 

which makes it much harder to separate NLOS and 

LOS environments according to this information. In 

such a case, we need to find other method to identify 

NLOS when the environment does not vary a lot 

between base station and mobile station. 

Lately, the strongest path comparing method in [8] 

utilizes the percentage of the energy of the strongest 

part occupying the total energy of the received signal 

to determine whether the tested channel is NLOS or 

LOS. Moreover in [9], the statistics of the CIRs have 

been analyzed and the integration of kurtosis of the 

CIRs, mean excess delay and RMS delay spread of 

the power delay profile are contributed to NLOS 

identification.

In this paper, we propose an energy capture method 

to acquire the information of the amplitude and delay 

spread of the received signals, founded on analyzing 

the characteristics of CIRs in LDR-UWB systems. 

Meanwhile, LDR-UWB communication requires the 

channel information to perform adaptive modulation 

to enhance BER performance. According to the 

channel information obtained by NLOS identification 

dynamically, UWB systems can improve BER  

performance by choosing the proper modulation, 

effectively. 

This paper is organized as follows. Section Ⅱ  

minutely presents the existing NLOS identification 

algorithms and proposed energy capture method. 

Subsequently, an application in adaptive modulation 

scheme with this proposed method is amply described 

in section Ⅲ. The simulation results which compare 

these NLOS detection algorithms and BER 

performance with the adaptive modulation are 

expounded in section Ⅳ. Finally, section Ⅴ concludes 

this paper.

Ⅱ. NLOS Identification

In this paper, we mainly consider the NLOS 

identification algorithms which are based on the 

analysis of the CIRs. In order to compare the 

performance of the existing NLOS identification 

methods and the proposed one, the investigated NLOS 

detection algorithms includes the kurtosis method, the 

mean excess delay and RMS delay, strongest path 

comparison, and the energy capture method, 

respectively. The first three have been explained in 

the literature, the last one is newly proposed by us.

2.1 Kurtosis of the multipath channel
The kurtosis method exploits to capture the 

amplitude of multipath channel. Since the kurtosis 

value characterizes how peaky a sample data, it is 

more likely that the received signal is LOS for a CIR 

with high kurtosis values. The kurtosis value is 

calculated by the following formula for a certain 

channel h(t):

  
 

 
 

         (1)[9]

where   is the mean of .

The kurtosis method can distinguish between 

residential, indoor office or industrial environments 

effectively if UWB systems could wisely choose the 

appropriate thresholds and the SNR should be large 

enough to calculate the kurtosis value of the received 

signal. However, the kurtosis can not availably 

separate NLOS and LOS conditions in outdoor 

environments since the dispersion of the CIRs of 

outdoor environments.

2.2 Delay spread of the multipath channel
The mean excess delay and RMS delay spread are 

the delay indexes of the power delay profile of 
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Table 1. Maximum delay spread of LDR-UWB channel 
models

wireless communication systems, which can be 

considered as the methods to distinguish between 

NLOS and LOS environments. The mean excess delay 

is the first moment of the power delay profile which 

is defined to be:

              

∞

∞




∞

∞



        (2)[9]

RMS delay spread is the square root of the second 

central moment of the power delay profile which is 

defined as:


 


∞
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     (3)[9]

2.3 Strongest path comparison method
Some one advances the strongest path comparison 

method utilizing the sliding window and energy 

detection in each window, and then setup a threshold 

to distinguish NLOS and LOS conditions.[8] In 

summary, this NLOS identification is achieved by:




∞

∞









           (4)

where ≤≤ is a threshold set on the normalized 

strongest path. The selection of the thresholds is 

critical for balanced identification success 

probabilities of the LOS and NLOS channels. Even 

with a reasonable threshold setting, this method can 

not achieve a precise success probability of NLOS 

identification.

2.4 Energy Capture Method
With a view to distinguish the NLOS and LOS 

circumstances effectively, we propose an energy 

capture method which considers the diversification of 

the amplitude and delay spread of the transmitted 

signal caused by channel. The proposed NLOS 

identification method -- Energy Capture Method will 

be described in the following part.

Refer to the CIRs of LDR-UWB channel models, 

we analyze the difference of channel responses in 

LOS and NLOS cases. Firstly, the energy densities 

in NLOS and LOS cases are differentia since the 

primary energy concentrates on a few samples for 

LOS cases. However, for the NLOS cases, the 

significant portion energy of 

received signal disperses in more samples due to 

the NLOS effects. Secondly, the maximum delay

spread of the transmitted signal for LOS cases is 

much shorter than that of NLOS cases (see table 1), 

since the NLOS case will expend the signal   delay 

spread caused by multipath effect, by calculating the 

ratio of the number of paths that occupy certain 

percentage of the total energy of the received signal 

to the total number of paths of the received signal. 

The system blocks and the flow chart of this NLOS 

identification approach are shown in Figure 1 and 2, 

respectively. In the capture method is implemented 

for channel Identification (NLOS or LOS 

environment).

For carrying out the energy capture method, we 

calculate the energy of each sample of received signal 

at first, and then count the total energy of the received 

signal. Then we compute the number of samples that 

occupy m% percentage of the total received energy. 

Therefore, a parameter ξ can be calculated by:




                 (5)

where ξ is the parameter to identify NLOS or LOS 

condition of the tested channel, it is the  number of 

samples that captures m% of total  NLOS 

identification part of Figure 2, the energy received 

energy.  is the total length of the received signal. 

If the parameter ξ is greater than the threshold, the 

tested environment is deemed as NLOS, and if 
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Fig. 1. System blocks for the proposed energy capture method

Fig. 2. Flowchart of the proposed energy capture method
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Fig. 3. The logarithm of ξ for CM1 to CM8 in 
LDR-UWB channel models

otherwise, LOS condition. 

The PDFs of the parameter ξ can be achieved for 

both LOS and NLOS scenarios employing the system 

blocks in Figure 1, and the logarithms of ξ for the 

eight circumstances are depicted in Figure 3. 

Obviously, this energy capture algorithm can 

distinguish between NLOS and LOS cases effectively 

expect for CM5 (Outdoor LOS) and CM6 (Outdoor 

NLOS). The reason for this phenomena might be the 

highly dispersive characteristics of outdoor  

environments. Therefore, in order to get a more 

comprehensive NLOS identification for all  eight 

channels,  and whereas the mean excess delay method 

achieves higher identification percentage in CM5 and 

CM6, we integrate the proposed energy capture 

method with mean excess delay method to identify 

NLOS and LOS environments in different 

environments.

In [9], a joint method of kurtosis, mean excess 

delay and RMS delay is proposed for NLOS 

identification. This joint method combines the three 

methods together to achieve a higher success 

probability of identifying NLOS environments. 

Nevertheless, the success identification probability is 

still not high enough, especially for residential 

environments. Therefore, we propose to employ the 

proposed energy capture method combining with the 

RMS delay method as a new joint method to identify 

NLOS conditions. 
For getting the joint PDF of the energy capture and 

mean excess delay, to be simple, we assume the 

parameters from the two methods are independent. 

Since the joint PDF is difficult to achieve, the 

sub-optimal new joint PDF can be expressed as:

    





×





      (6)[9]

where 
 , 

 , 
 , 

  are the 

PDFs of energy capture method and mean excess 

delay method in LOS and NLOS situation, 

respectively.

Ⅲ. Adaptive Modulation Algorithm

In LDR-UWB transmissions, the systems attempt 

to minimize the cost function by minimizing BER 

with an appropriate modulation. Position modulation 
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Fig, 4. BER performance with coherent 2PPM/4PPM and 
non-coherent 2PPM/4PPM in CM1 to CM8.

Fig. 5. System blocks for adaptive modulation scheme in 
UWB transmissions

based on intensity modulation and direct detection, is 

a very suitable modulation scheme for LDR-UWB 

transmission since it is easy to implement data 

compression and error correction, and small 

duty-cycle pulse transmission (low power 

transmitter)[10]. Hence M-array PPM is employed 

here. For LDR-UWB systems, BER with the same 

modulation scheme can not achieve the best 

performance for all environments. The fact can be 

proved in Figure 4, the coherent PPM is always better 

than the non-coherent PPM in LOS environments 

(CM1,3,5,7) in respect that the

coherent modulation considers both phase 

diversification and position variety. Nevertheless, 

for NLOS environments, such as CM2,4,6,8, the 

multipath effect will impact the phase of transmitted 

signal a lot, which makes the coherent 

PPM worse than the non-coherent PPM. Hence, if 

UWB system can adaptively alter the modulation 

method according to the channel condition, it may 

meet various quality of service(QoS) constraints.

The system blocks for adaptive modulation are 

shown in Figure 5. In the adaptive control part, we 

utilize the channel information from the proposed new 

joint NLOS identification method. Therefore the BER 

performance can be enhanced by dynamically 

choosing the adaptive modulation.

Ⅳ. Simulation Results and Discussion

4.1 Simulation results for NLOS identification

4.1.1 Test rules

If a prior knowledge of the statistics of our selected 

parameter is available under the NLOS and LOS 

scenarios in a certain channel, the hypothesis tests can 

be utilized to perform NLOS identification. Let 

  and   are the values of PDFs of 

ξ in LOS and NLOS under the same ξ, respectively. 

Then with a given channel realization h(t), the 

likelihood test for LOS/NLOS identification is 

presented by:

        

 





             (7)

where H0 and H1 stand for the tested channel is 

LOS or NLOS condition, respectively.

4.1.2 Performance comparison

For establishing the scenario close to real case 

implementation of the proposed new joint method 

(energy capture method and mean excess delay), the 

signal, which consists of pulses with bandwidth of 
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Fig. 6. The logarithm of new joint parameter in CM1 
to CM8 of LDR-UWB channel models
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Fig. 7. The logarithm of joint parameter in [9] for CM1 
to CM8 of LDR-UWB channel models

Table 2. LOS/NLOS Identification Percentages(%)

500MHz, is selected as the source. Meanwhile the 

IEEE 802.15.4a channel models (LDR-UWB) is 

used.[11] We utilize 100 channel realizations for CM1 

to CM8, with central frequency of 6GHz and sampling 

frequency of 0.5GHz.

Figure 6 shows the logarithms of new joint 

parameter in different environments. And Figure 7 

presents logarithms of joint parameter of kurtosis, 

mean excess delay and RMS delay in different 

environments. By all appearances, the new joint 

method can differentiate NLOS and LOS channels 

more effectively and accurately than the joint method 

of kurtosis, mean excess delay and RMS  delay. 

For each channel realization, we apply the 

likelihood test given in (7), and calculate the 

percentage of correctly identified scenarios. 2 

tabulates both LOS and NLOS identification 

percentages of the seven techniques. It can be seen 

that the energy capture method is better than kurtosis 

method in all cases. Thereby, the new 

joint method can provide even more accurate 

information than the joint method in [9]. 

4.2 Simulation results for adaptive modul-
ation scheme

With the channel information from new joint 

NLOS identification method, UWB systems can 

determine the appropriate modulation method 

according to the current channel environment.  It is 

obvious, from Figure 4, that BER performance with 

coherent modulation can reach lower level than that 

with non-coherent modulation in LOS conditions, 

nevertheless, BER with noncoherent modulation is 

better than that with coherent modulation in NLOS 

conditions. 

In the simulation, we firstly employ the proposed 

NLOS identification to identify the current channel 

environment, and then according to this information, 

choose the proper modulation scheme for UWB 

transmission. The rule for selecting the modulation 

scheme is that if the current channel is identified as 

the LOS environment, UWB system choose coherent 

4PPM/2PPM as the modulation method, otherwise if 

the current channel is estimated as the NLOS 

environment, UWB systems employ non-coherent 

4PPM/2PPM to modulate the transmitted information. 

The simulations with adaptive modulation scheme 

in residential, indoor office, outdoor and industrial 

environments are   shown in Figure 8 and 9.  In this 

simulation, the environments  are all mixed with 

almost half of NLOS and half of LOS conditions. 

Such as the residential environments, it consists of 
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Fig. 8. BER performance with fixed modulation (coherent 
2PPM/noncoherent 2PPM) and adaptive modulation in 
mixed environments [NLOS+LOS]

Fig. 9. BER performance with fixed modulation (non-
coherent 4PPM/coherent 4PPM) and adaptive modulation in 
mixed environments [NLOS+LOS]

almost half percentage of residential LOS 

environments and the residual 

percentage of residential NLOS environments, 

which is satisfied with the time-varying channel 

changing between NLOS and LOS. We also consider 

the ideal case that we can employ the new joint NLOS 

identification method with the success identification 

probability of 100% in this simulation. 

At the target BER of 10
-4, the adaptive modulation 

can improve almost SIR of 1dB in all cases than just 

with fixed noncoherent 2PPM. Meanwhile, the BER 

with coherent 4PPM, non-coherent 4PPM and 

adaptive modulation in different NLOS/LOS pairs are 

shown in Figure 9. 

Adaptive modulation also choose coherent 4PPM 

for LOS conditions and noncoherent 4PPM for NLOS 

conditions with the channel information from new 

joint NLOS identification method. Evidently, the 

adaptive modulation could enhance the BER 

performance effectively. Furthermore, the fact that all 

the BER performance are so close to the that of the 

ideal case proves that this new joint NLOS 

identification method could availably improve the 

BER performance in LDR-UWB systems.

Ⅴ. Conclusions

In this paper, we propose an appropriate NLOS 

identification method with the knowledge of the 

characteristics of CIRs in LDR-UWB systems. Then 

we apply this joint NLOS identification method to the 

adaptive modulation scheme in a control part to 

improve the BER performance. Thanks to this joint 

NLOS identification method, an enhanced BER 

performance can be achieved in different channel 

environments. Furthermore, the proposed joint NLOS 

identification method can be applied in  ranging and 

localization systems for accurate ranging and 

positioning.
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